11th edition of (International Level Crossing Awareness Day)  
ILCAD June 6, 2019

List of recommended Hotels in Amersfoort

- Two hotels very close to the train station and the venue of the conference:
  1. Mercure Hotel Amersfoort  
     The Mercure Hotel gives a discount when the “rijtuigenloods” (our event location) is mentioned.
  2. Hotel NH Amersfoort  

- 4 other hotels in the centre of Amersfoort and not too far from the event location.
  4. Logement de Gaaper https://www.degaaper.nl
  5. Hotel de Tabaksplant https://hotel-de-tabaksplant.business.site/
Hotels in Amersfoort are cheap (50-110€) comparing to Utrecht or Amsterdam. Nevertheless, you may choose to stay in Utrecht or Amsterdam and use the train to get to Amersfoort (about 30 min travel time).

For more information contact:
- Mrs. Isabelle Fonverne at UIC: International Union of Railways: fonverne@uic.org.
- Mr. Erwin Woord at ProRail: Erwin.Woord@prorail.nl